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Abstract--. The main aim of the work undertaken in this paper is to present a digital device for level 

control using image recognition. Integral to process control in many industries, different types of level 

measurement sensors used like ultrasonic, capacitance, hydrostatic pressure, electromechanical, 

gamma types. All these are of analog sensors rather than a digital. A simple webcam with roborealm 

software is used for sensing level and control. Matlab takes some time delay to track, recognize the 

live process & delay in generation of commands for control application so problem arises for live 

monitoring & control, whereas Roborealm software has an advantage that it recognizes & tracks live 

objects faster and generates commands for control applications. The position of   Webcam is in 

horizontal for transparent tank or on top of tank for non-transparent. A microcontroller based 

controller circuit designed for tank level control. The use of object tracking with image recognition 

achieved greater accuracy & resolution is in the order of five times the capacitance type level sensor. 

The method developed shows the effectiveness of the scheme employed. 
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1.INTRODUCTION 

RoboRealm is a piece of software designed to make the difficult task of vision processing 

easy. RoboRealm works by allowing the user to setup modules that each have a specific 

function and add them to a pipeline. Each module will perform its function on the output of 

the previous module in the pipeline in order to achieve the end result. For example we can 

add a module to filter out specific colors from an image. Another module can then be used to 

see how big the object is. As the processing continues more and more difficult functions can 

be added and performed one step at at time. 

2.MODULES 

2.1RGB Filter 

The RGB Filter uses RGB values to focus the attention towards the primary RGB colors. 

Depending on the color selected this filter will diminish all pixels that are not of the selected 

colors... 

For example, if green is chosen: 

R = 0 

G = ((G-B) + (G-R)) 

B = 0 

G is then normalized with respect to the maximum green value. Based on the above formula 

it can be seen that white pixels result in a zero value whereas pure primary colors (R=0, 

G=255, B=0) G doubles its value. Thus function does a better job for a particular color as 

white light is removed. Due to normalization really dark pixels can be elevated in intensity 

and generate too much noise in the resulting image. The Min Pixel Value allow to specify a 

minimum value below which pixels are considered to be black and will be ignored when 
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calculating the image results. Default value is 40 (0-255).We can use this filter to focus the 

image towards certain colors even with diminished lighting conditions. 

2.2 Convex Hull 

The convex hull module will transform a binary blob into its convex hull. The convex hull of 

a binary blob is the shape formed if a rubber band were wrapped around the "outside" points 

of the blob. More specifically any angle formed by three perimeter points must be less than 

180 degrees for a convex hull to be formed. The convex hull is useful when you want to 

simplify the shape of a binary blob by simplifying the perimeter.  

 

2.3 Smooth Hull 

The smooth hull module will smooth a blobs shape. The blobs perimeter is averaged within 

the specified window. The final outline is then weighted against the new averaged outline and 

the original. A 100% weight replaces the original outline with the averaged one. The result of 

the module is to smooth the blob perimeter without loss of edges.  

Example 

Source Smooth Hull 

  

2.4 Center of Gravity 

The Center of Gravity or Center of Mass statistic calculates where the COG of the image lies.  

The COG is calculated by:  

COG_X = COG_X + (I*x)  

COG_Y = COG_Y + (I*y)  

Total = Total + I  

For each pixel where I = (R+G+B)/3 and x, y is the current pixel location. The resulting COG 

is then divided by the Total value:  

COG_X = COG_X/Total  

COG_Y = COG_Y/Total  
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To result in the final x, y location of the COG.  

The COG module interface also provides for various graphical overlays.  

Example 

 

2.5Calculating the Distance 

The calculate distance module provides a way to easily calculate the distance from two 

points. The two points are assumed to already be accessible as RoboRealm variables. The 

result will be placed into the result variable.  

3.VBScript Extension 

The VBScript module provides a way to create custom VB Script programs that can be used 

to process image statistics and map then towards motor values.  

5.Speak Module 

This module is useful for indicating certain states within the execution of the program when 

no screen is available on the process. We specify a variable that will contain current level 

value that will be spoken directly.  

 

6.FLOWCHARTS 
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7.Display Variables 

 

 

The Display Variables module will draw variables and their values into the current video 

stream for use in recording and display purposes. The graphics are overlaid after all 

processing is completed to ensure that added graphics do not become part of the processed 

image. When recording a filtered sequence it can be useful for end viewers to include any 

statistics within the image that you are trying to achieve.  

LEVEL MONITORING SCREEN 
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The Y co-ordinates, distance, level parameters are continuously monitored on system screen. 

8.Mean Filter 

The Mean or Average filter is used to soften an image by averaging surrounding pixel values.  

For example, given the grayscale 3x3 pixel window 

22 77  48  

150  77  158  

0  77  219  

 

Center pixel = (22+77+48+150+77+158+0+77+219)/9 

The center pixel would be changed from 77 to 92 as that is the mean value of all surrounding 

pixels. 

This filter is often used to smooth images prior to processing. It can be used to reduce pixel 

flicker due to overhead fluorescent lights.  

9.Serial communication 

 

This module allows the user to send commands to microcontroller for process tank level control . it 

also supports to receive feedback from process tank in case of in emergency conditions 

 

 

10. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

 

The experimental setup consists of a webcam arrangement either on top of tank or in 

horizontal to tank that depends on transparency of tank. A green colored float is placed in the 

tank. RGB filter removes all surrounding colors except float. The convex hull module will 

transform a binary blob into its convex hull & it is used to simplify the shape of a binary blob 

by simplifying the perimeter of float, which reduces lighting effects of environment. The 

smooth hull module is used to be average blobs perimeter within the specified window. The 

final outline is then weighted against the new averaged outline and the original. Convex hull 

& smooth hull is used to reduce outside noise and achieved better tracking. The Mean filter is 

used to soften an image by averaging surrounding pixel values. 

               COG module locks the float and calculates the co-ordinates of present float position. 

The initial co-ordinates of float saved in a variable, when the tank is empty and save current 

co-ordinates in another variable. Now the calculate distance module provides a way to easily 

calculate the distance from the two variables. The X co-ordinate is making null value in 

calculate distance module. Now we get the current level of tank in terms of distance. A VB 

script program is used to convert distance to level of tank. The set point of tank level stored 
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in VB script. A simple if & else statements are used for control application. If current level 

less than set point then send a command via serial port to 8051 microcontroller to open the 

control valve using a 12v dc motor controlled by L293D motor driver else close the control 

valve when current level exceeds set point. 

 

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS 

The level control is done by open / closes a control valve with the use of a DC Motor. The 

Roborealm software generates commands through serial port to 8051 microcontroller. The 

RS-232 signal levels are far too high TTL electronics, and the negative RS-232 voltage for 

high can’t be handled at all by computer logic. To receive serial data from an RS-232 

interface the voltage has to be reduced.  Also the low and high voltage level has to be 

inverted. For this purpose we use MAX 232 IC. After tank level is measured, the Roborealm 

software generates commands for control application. If current level is greater than set point, 

then send an yes command to microcontroller then enable L293D motor driver in reverse 

mode thus closing the control valve else if current level less than set point then enable motor 

driver in forward mode thus making control valve open. The resolution is in the order of five 

times of capacitance type level sensor.  

PROTEUS SIMULATION DIAGRAMS 
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The initial values of  the float co-ordinates are stored in variables of Roborealm that are 

useful in calculate distance module for level measurement and serial port module useful in 

sending commands to process tank. 

 

 

Initial values 

 

COG box size = 66 ,  X co-ordinate = ignore, 

 Y co-ordinate = 41 

 

OBSERVATIONS 

 

LEVEL 

Y               

CO-

ORDINATE 

DISTANCE 

0 cm 41 0 

1 cm 45 3 

2 cm 62 21 

3 cm 85 44 

4 cm 114 73 

5 cm 131 98 

6 cm 147 106 

7 cm 196 144 

8 cm 209 167 

9 cm 215 175 

10 cm 232 195 

 

RESULT 

The level control using image recognition has an advantage that it has an resolution of five 

times that of capacitance type level sensor. The accuracy achieved more when compared to 

capacitance type level sensor. 
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